The existence and regularity of Young measure-valued solutions and weak solutions to non-Newtonian flows are considered. Galerkin approximation and an L2 compactness theorem are main ingredients for the proof of the existence of Young measurevalued solutions.
where r is the stress and 1^-+ is the rate of strain. The coefficient of proportionality /j, is called the viscosity, and it is a characteristic material quantity for the fluid concerned, which in general depends on temperature and pressure. Air, other gases, water, motor oil, alcohols, simple hydrocarbon compounds and others tend to be Newtonian fluids. The governing equations of motion of them will be the Navier-Stokes equations. If the relation is not linear, the fluid is called non-Newtonian.
Examples of non-Newtonian fluids are molten plastics, polymer solutions, dyes, varnishes, suspensions, adhesives, paints, greases, and biological fluids like blood. The simplest model of the stress-strain In Ladyzhenskaya [5] , for > 0 she obtained the existence of the weak solutions for r > 2/5 and their uniqueness for r > 1/2. Bellout, Bloom and Necas [1] studied the non-Newtonian fluids for /i0 = ji\ > 0. They showed that there are Young measurevalued solutions if r 6 (-g,-i] and weak solutions if r € (-g,oo). Moreover, the weak solution is unique if r > 4 . Here, we show the existence of Young measure-valued solutions for all r e (-1, oo) (see Theorem 3.5), and even for the case /io = 0. Moreover, we show that the Young measure-valued solutions are weak solutions if a certain convexity condition for energy holds. (See Theorem 4.5.) We also show a regularity theorem of the weak solutions for /xo > 0 on the space-periodic problem. Bellout, Bloom, and Necas [1] showed the similar regularity for /zo > 0; however, we allow the case [M) = 0.
In Sec. 3, we consider (1.1) on a bounded domain. We show that there exist Young measure-valued solutions to (1.1) for any r > -1. This existence result works for Dirichlet, Neumann, and the periodic boundary conditions.
Our existence result can be extended to the cases such as the Navier-Stokes equations, Ladyzhenskaya models, nonNewtonian fluids in Bohme [3] . In this point of view, our existence result in Theorem 3.5 is more general than those of others. It turns out that the Galerkin method is suitable for constructing the approximate smooth solutions. Then, a compactness lemma for L2-space guarantees that the weak limit of approximate solutions is indeed the Young measure-valued solution to our problem. We even show the existence of Young measurevalued solutions for the other extreme case /iQ = 0 and > 0. In Sec. 4 we prove that Young measure-valued solutions are weak solutions if the Lr+2 energy is convex in the class of weak solutions. Indeed, we find that the Lr+2 energy could concentrate only in a measure-zero set from the uniqueness of weakly strong solutions. Then, the higher integrability of the weak limit cancels the concentration in time. In Sec. 5, we find a regularity criterion for the parameter r. If r > 1/5, and > 0 and /j,o > 0, we have a regularity; see Theorem 5.1. The proof is achieved by a careful application of the Sobolev inequality for parabolic norms. The boundedness of the Lr+2-norm of Vu is essential in the proof. Notice that the inclusion V ► H is compact. The inner product of V is given by (Vu, Vu), where (•, •) is the usual inner product of H. Let V' and be the dual spaces of V and V9, respectively, where 1 /q + l/q' = I. We will use the notation: The constant C below depends only on the initial data uq and time T if there is no specific statement.
Remark.
If the boundary condition is Neumann or periodic, then we can redefine the solution spaces H, V, V9 corresponding to the boundary condition. 
where rm(Eij(Vum), Eij(■Vwk)) = fioTo(Vum, Vwk) + mTr ('S7um, Vwk), and u™ is the orthogonal projection in H of Uq onto the space spanned by {u)i,..., wm}.
Here the initial data of g™ satisfy g™{0) = (uo,we). For convenience, we ignore the superscript m of g. Then we have u™ = 9e(t)we{x) and djUm -Y1T= 19e(t)djwe(x)' Equation (3.1) becomes g'e(we,wk) + gig^wijdjwi^wkj)
where (rTj,Eij(ywk)) = noge{Eij(Vwi),Eij(Vwk)) + fiige(\Em\rEij(Wwe), Elj(Vwk)),
and Em = (Eij(Vum)). For summation, we use the Einstein notation, that is, the repeated indices mean that the summations are from i, j = 1 to n = 3, and from I = 1 to m. Notice that (3.3) is a system of nonlinear ODE's. For the existence and uniqueness of solution of (3.3), we need the Lipschitz property of the nonlinear terms of (3.3), which is easy to check. Thus, there exists a unique solution of (3.3) locally. In other words, for each m > 1, (3.3) has a maximal solution on some interval [0, tm). If tm < T, then ||um(t)|| -> oo as t -> tm. The following lemma shows that this does not happen; therefore tm = T. Q" \Eij(Vv)Eij(Vv)\s/2dx\ > C||Vu||s, for 1 < s < oo.
Hence, considering the definition of um and Korn's inequality, we obtain jt\Wm\\2 + VoC\\Vum\\2 + ^C\\Vum\\rr+22 < 2\(f,um)\. Thus, we have a subsequence, still denoted by um, that converges to u in L2(0,T;V) weakly, in .^((^TjV,,) weakly, and in L°°(0,T;H) weak-star, as m -► oo. For such a subsequence we need to take the limit to (3.1) in order to show that the limit u is a Young measure-valued solution. Owing to the above statement, we can take the limit to infinity for the first term of (3.1) and for the linear viscosity term To-For the nonlinear third term of (3.1) we need the strong convergence of um inL2(0, T; H). For the nonlinear viscosity term F i we need to find the corresponding Young measure to the weak limit of Vum.
For the strong convergence of the subsequence um in L2(0, T; H), we need a compactness lemma. We state the compact embedding lemma in Temam [9] (see Theorem 2.2 of Chapter III in [9] ). 
Jr
We denote i = \/-\ if there is no confusion with index i. We also define a subspace HyK of H1 for any K C M defined as the set of functions u in H7 with support contained in K:
H7k(S.;X0,Xx) d= {u e W{R\Xo,^), support u e K}.
Then for any bounded set K and any 7 > 0, the injection of f-CK(K; X0, X\) into L2(R; X) is compact. 
\ dxj dxt
We use the notation =f %(V«m) and d= \Em\rE%. Denote by um, by %, and by F™ j the Fourier transforms of um, ElJ(urn), and with respect to t, respectively.
We claim that fJ -( |r| 27||um(r)||2dT<C
for 0 < 7 < 1/4. We first consider the second term of (3.11). We estimate r2"'-1 (F™^, |t|27 ||Mm ||2 dr < C, for 0 < 7 < 1/4. □ Now we are ready to show our existence theorem of Young measure-valued solutions. This theorem extends the previously known results by [1] . Indeed, it was shown in [1] that there exists a measure-valued solution when -|<r<-f, a weak solution when 5 -5' -\ < r < and a unique weakly regular solution when r > Here, we extend the existence of measure-valued solutions up to r > -1. Proof. In order to use Lemma 3.3, we need the fact that the injection A'(l <-> X is compact. If we take X0 = V and X = H then the injection is compact. Thus from Lemma 3.4, we have that the injection of 7ipTj(M;V,H) into L2(R;H) is compact for 0 < 7 < 1/4.
As in the paragraph above Lemma 3.3, we have a subsequence, denoted by um , that converges to u in L2(0,T;V) weakly, in Lq(0,T;~Vq) weakly, and in Z/°°(0,T;H) weakstar, as m! -> oo, where q = r + 2. For such a subsequence we need to take the limit to (3.1) in order to show that the limit u is a weak solution. Owing to the above statement, we can take the limit to infinity for the first two terms of (3.1). By Lemma 3.4, we have the strong convergence of the subsequence um to u in L2(0, T; H); in other words, um -» u in L2(0, T;H) strongly, and this suffices to pass to the limit in (3.3). Let ip be a continuously differentiate function on [0,7] with = 0. We multiply (3.1) by 4>(t)i and then integrate by parts. This leads to the equation -f (um (t),ip'(t)wk)dt + ii of r0(Vwm' (t),Vwkip(t))dt
Jo Jo =-(u™ ,wk)ip(0)+ f (f(t),wkip(t))dt.
Jo
The first two terms can pass to the limit. Consider the limit of the fourth term. Notice as to' tends to infinity. □ We like to introduce pressure. To this purpose we define Therefore, Pd is independent of the domain D and we prove that u(t) -Uq -Modiv(E(VU(t))) -Mi div(Z(t)) -F(t) = VP(<) for some P(t) 6 Lq (Q). Observing that Modiv(.E(V{7(£))) + Mi div(Z(£)) € C{0, T: (W1,9)'), we conclude VP(t) € C(0, T: (w1-9)').
This enables us to differentiate P(t) in the sense of distributions. Setting p(t) = dPg we get
We now consider the non-Newtonian flow on a bounded domain Q for Mo = 0:
w+">£r-£+m£UE<y°)rEv(y''))+,'t "0 <313) sup \\um(t)\\2+^ l' \\Vum\\;Xlds 0 <t<T (3.14)
NON-NEWTONIAN FLOW 391 in Q = x (0, oo), with the initial condition u(x, 0) = Uq for x G fi, and with Dirichlet or Neumann or periodic boundary conditions, where r > -1 and hi > 0.
The symbols H,V,V9 denote the closure in L2(tt), W1,2(f2), W1-q(fi), respectively, of {t> G C°°: div v = 0} with the given boundary conditions. Lemma 3.6. Assume that f ||/||y-, ds is bounded. Then we have I t <C||Um(0)||2 + C fT \\f\\2v, ds Jo "
Proof. During the proof of Lemma 3.2, inequality (3.7) becomes where q = r + 2 and l/q + 1/q' = 1. Integrating with respect to time t, we prove (3.14). □
From the above theorem, we have um e L°°(0, T; H) n L9(0,T; V9).
Thus, we have a subsequence, still denoted by um, that converges to u in Lq(0,T; V9) weakly, and in L°°(0,T;H) weak-star, as m -► oo. For such a subsequence we need to take the limit to (3.1) for fio = 0 in order to show that the limit u is a weak solution. Owing to the above statement, we can take the limit to infinity for the first two terms of (3.1). For the nonlinear third term of (3.1) we need the strong convergence of um in L2(0,T; H). Since V9 C V on a bounded domain for q > 2, we can say um G L2(0, T; V) if r > 0.
Lemma 3.7. Let no = 0 and n\ > 0. Let r > 0. If, for each m, um is a solution of (3.1) and (3.2), then um G 7i^Tj(R;V,H) for 0 < 7 < 1/4.
We adapt the proof of Lemma 3.4 for /^0 = 0. With the same reasoning as that of Theorem 3.5, we have the following existence theorem for /zo = 0, hi > 0, and r > 0. 4. Measure-valued solutions are weak. In this section we consider the case /ko > 0 for the periodic domain. We assume that our Young measure-valued solution satisfies a convexity condition for the Lr+2 energy. When r > -Bellout, Bloom, and Necas [1] showed that there is a weak solution without any assumption for the Young measurevalued solutions. We prove that the Young measure-valued solution (u,vxj) is weak for for all 0 < to < t\ < T and for all weak solutions v. We note that any weak solution u satisfies the convexity condition (4.1). We define a weakly strong solution. A solution u is said to be weakly strong if it satisfies sup / |Vu|2ete<oo, / / \V2u\2dxdt < oo, o<t<T J Jo Jsi and^ Q |Vu|3(r+2)<*r) ' dt < oo.
We recall the generalized form of Korn's inequality in Bellout, Bloom, and Necas [1] , [2] :
The following lemma will be useful for the proof of the regularity. Hi J (/ |Vu|3(r+2'<iE^ dt < oo.
Proof. With the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we find an estimate for the approximate Galerkin solution um: J |Vum|2dx(r) + /i0^ J\V2um\2dxdt + liif dk(\E\rE(Vum))dk(E(\>um))dxdt J 0 < J J\Vum\3dxdt + J^ J \f\\S72um\dxdt.
We note from Lemma 4.1 that £ j dk(\E\rE(Vum))dk(E(Wum))dxdt >c£ \\um\\\%+2)dt.
So from Sobolev's inequality and Young's inequality, we havẽ J\Vum\2dx +ii0 J\V2um\2dxdt <C^1 + J |V Thus there is 8 = S(f |Vum|2 ote(0)) > 0 such that J \V2um\2dx(t) < oo for alii < 6 and ,0J J \V2um\2dx dt < oo.
We also obtain 1/3 < oo.
in Jo (y |Vum|3(7,+2)^ dt Furthermore, from a standard comparison method, we find that the weak solution u is unique under the assumption of our Lemma. □ Although we have shown that the weakly strong solution is unique, we still do not know if the uniqueness can be extended to the class of measure-valued solutions. This is the place where we need to assume the energy convexity. / |V2v|2dxj / |w|2dx + eC / |Vw|2(ix.
Choosing £ so small that eC < ^ and defining /i(i) =f (f ||V2u||ote)2/3, we get J \w\2dx[t) < h(t) J \w\2dx(t) exists. Moreover, from Lemma 4.3, our measure-valued solution u = v on (to, to + 6) and thus u is weakly strong on (to, to + 6).
We let 0\ = {t: f \Wu\2dx(t) < oo}. Then for each t £ 0\, there is a 6 = S(t) such 
